The Gut microbial and immunology Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Reproductive Toxicology Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Nano-Bioscience Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Molecular Toxicology Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Microbiological Food Safety and Quality Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Microbial biotechnology and biorefining Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Chemical Food Analysis Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Risk-benefit Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Genomic Epidemiology Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Food production engineering Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section
The Diagnostic Engineering Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

The Bioactives Research Group
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

Division of Risk Assessment and Nutrition
National Food Institute
Organisational unit: Section

Center for Nanomedicine and Theranostics
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Center for Polar Activities
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Center for Nanostructured Graphene
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Centre for Product Modelling
Center
Organisational unit: Center

UNEP DTU Partnership
Department of Management Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Centre for Playware
Automation and Control, Center
Organisational unit: Group

Centre for IT-Intelligent Energy Systems in Cities
Center
Organisational unit: Center
Electricity markets and energy analytics
Center for Electric Power and Energy
Organisational unit: Group

Electric power systems
Center for Electric Power and Energy
Organisational unit: Group

Energy system operation and management
Center for Electric Power and Energy
Organisational unit: Group

Energy resources, services and control
Center for Electric Power and Energy
Organisational unit: Group

Electric power components
Center for Electric Power and Energy
Organisational unit: Group

Implementation and Performance Management
Production and Service Management
Organisational unit: Group

Risk Research Group
Production and Service Management
Organisational unit: Group

Centre for Facilities Management
Production and Service Management
Organisational unit: Group

Section for Diagnostics and Scientific Advice
National Veterinary Institute
Organisational unit: Section

CAPEC-PROCESS
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section
A&E Projects
Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Biosustainability
Organisational unit: Section

Engineering Systems Group
Production and Service Management
Organisational unit: Group

Synthetic Biology Tools for Yeast
Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Biosustainability
Organisational unit: Section

New Bioactive Compounds
Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Biosustainability
Organisational unit: Section

CHO Core
Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Biosustainability
Organisational unit: Section

Glyco-Engineering of CHO
Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Biosustainability
Organisational unit: Section

ILoop
Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Biosustainability
Organisational unit: Section

Afdelingen for Produktionsudvikling
Center for Bachelor of Engineering Studies
Organisational unit: Section

Afdelingen for Forretningsudvikling
Center for Bachelor of Engineering Studies
Organisational unit: Section

Afdelingen for Maskin og Design
Center for Bachelor of Engineering Studies
Organisational unit: Section
Afdelingen for Informatik  
Center for Bachelor of Engineering Studies  
Organisational unit: Section

Afdelingen for El-teknologi  
Center for Bachelor of Engineering Studies  
Organisational unit: Section

Afdelingen for Byggeri og Infrastruktur  
Center for Bachelor of Engineering Studies  
Organisational unit: Section

Quantum Optics Devices  
Department of Photonics Engineering  
Organisational unit: Section

DTU National Laboratory for Sustainable Energy  
Center  
Organisational unit: Center

Center for Bachelor of Engineering Studies  
Technical University of Denmark  
Organisational unit: Department

Systems Biotechnology  
Department of Systems Biology  
Organisational unit: Section

Proteomics Platform  
Department of Systems Biology  
Organisational unit: Section

Network Engineering of Eukaryotic Cell Factories  
Department of Systems Biology  
Organisational unit: Section

Natural Product Chemistry  
Department of Systems Biology  
Organisational unit: Section
Metabolomics Platform
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Metabolic Signaling and Regulation
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Infection Microbiology
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Fungal Physiology and Biotechnology
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Fungal Chemodiversity
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Fermentation Platform
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Eucaryotic Molecular Cell Biology
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Enzyme and Protein Chemistry
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Drug Resistance and Community Dynamics
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Bacterial Ecophysiology and Biotechnology
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section
Agricultural and Environmental Proteomics
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Systems Biology of Immune Regulation
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Organisational unit: Group

Regulatory Genomics
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Organisational unit: Group

Molecular Evolution
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Organisational unit: Group

Metagenomics
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Organisational unit: Group

Integrative Systems Biology
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Organisational unit: Group

Immunological Bioinformatics
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Organisational unit: Group

Functional Human Variation
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Organisational unit: Group

DTU Multi Assay Core
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Organisational unit: Group

Comparative Microbial Genomics
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Organisational unit: Group
**Cellular Signal Integration**  
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis  
Organisational unit: Group

**Cancer Systems Biology**  
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis  
Organisational unit: Group

**Behavioral Phenomics**  
Center for Biological Sequence Analysis  
Organisational unit: Group

**Mathematical and Computational Geoscience**  
National Space Institute  
Organisational unit: Section

**Geomagnetism**  
National Space Institute  
Organisational unit: Section

**Genome-Scale CHO in silico Model**  
Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Biosustainability  
Organisational unit: Section

**CHO Cell Line Engineering and Design**  
Novo Nordisk Foundation Center for Biosustainability  
Organisational unit: Section

**Software Engineering**  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Organisational unit: Section

**Scientific Computing**  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Organisational unit: Section

**Statistics and Data Analysis**  
Department of Applied Mathematics and Computer Science  
Organisational unit: Section
Section for Maritime Service
National Institute of Aquatic Resources
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Administration and Service
National Institute of Aquatic Resources
Organisational unit: Section

Public Sector Consultancy
National Institute of Aquatic Resources
Organisational unit: Section

Centre for Ocean Life
National Institute of Aquatic Resources
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Marine Ecology and Oceanography
National Institute of Aquatic Resources
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Monitoring and Data
National Institute of Aquatic Resources
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Marine Living Resources
National Institute of Aquatic Resources
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Ecosystem based Marine Management
National Institute of Aquatic Resources
Organisational unit: Section

Center for Electric Power and Energy
Department of Electrical Engineering, Center
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Immunology and Vaccinology
National Veterinary Institute
Organisational unit: Section
Section for Epidemiology
National Veterinary Institute
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Bacteriology, Pathology and Parasitology
National Veterinary Institute
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Virology
National Veterinary Institute
Organisational unit: Section

Neutrons and X-rays for materials physics
Department of Physics
Organisational unit: Section

Plasma physics and fusion energy
Department of Physics
Organisational unit: Section

Ecosystems Programme
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Theoretical Nanotechnology
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Theoretical Nanoelectronics
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Theoretical Microsystems Optimization
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Theoretical Biophysics
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section
Surface Engineering
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Stochastic Systems and Signals
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Silicon Microtechnology
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Self-Organized Nanoporous Materials
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Polymer Microsystems for Medical Diagnostics
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Polymer Micro & Nano Engineering
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Polymer Microsystems for Cell Processing
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Optofluidics
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Nanoprobes
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section

Nanointegration
Department of Micro- and Nanotechnology
Organisational unit: Section
Technology and Innovation Management
Department of Management Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Management Science
Department of Management Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Production and Service Management
Department of Management Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Transport optimisation and technique
Department of Transport
Organisational unit: Section

Traffic modelling and planning
Department of Transport
Organisational unit: Section

Transport policy and behaviour
Department of Transport
Organisational unit: Section

Data- and Modelcenter
Department of Transport
Organisational unit: Section

Fluid Mechanics, Coastal and Maritime Engineering
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Center for Atomic-scale Materials Design
Center
Organisational unit: Center

BioChemical Engineering
Center
Organisational unit: Center
Center for Nanoteknologi
Center
Organisational unit: Center

FoodDTU
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Center for Fluid Dynamics
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Center for Fysisk Elektronik
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Center for Individual Nanoparticle Functionality
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Center for Fast Ultrasound Imaging
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Center for Energy Resources Engineering
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Centre for Applied Hearing Research
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Arctic Technology Centre
Center
Organisational unit: Center

Center
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Center
Organisational unit: Department

Ceramic Engineering & Science
Department of Energy Conversion and Storage
Organisational unit: Section

Atomic scale modelling and materials
Department of Energy Conversion and Storage
Organisational unit: Section

Applied Electrochemistry
Department of Energy Conversion and Storage
Organisational unit: Section

Programmable Phase Optics
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Engineering Design and Product Development
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Construction Materials
Department of Civil Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Indoor Environment
Department of Civil Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Arctic Technology
Department of Civil Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Building Design
Department of Civil Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Section for Geotechnics and Geology
Department of Civil Engineering
Organisational unit: Section
Office for Law and Contracts
Administration
Organisational unit: Section

Water Resources Engineering
Department of Environmental Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

CERE – Center for Energy Resourses Engineering
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Ultrafast Nonlinear Optics group
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Department of Physics
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Department

Electronics
Department of Electrical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Department of Electrical Engineering
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Department

Department of Civil Engineering
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Department

Coding and Visual Communication
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Fiber Sensors and Supercontinuum Generation
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section
Quantum physics and information technology
Department of Physics
Organisational unit: Section

National Veterinary Institute
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Department

Environmental Chemistry
Department of Environmental Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Residual Resource Engineering
Department of Environmental Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Urban Water Engineering
Department of Environmental Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Sunclimate
National Space Institute
Organisational unit: Section

Materials and Surface Engineering
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Manufacturing Engineering
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Thermal Energy
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

High-Speed Optical Communication
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section
Terahertz Technologies and Biophotonics
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Plasmonics and Metamaterials
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Optical Sensor Technology
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Optical Microsensors and Micromaterials
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Networks Technology and Service Platforms
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Nanophotonic Devices
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Metro-Access and Short Range Systems
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Fiber Optics, Devices and Non-linear Effects
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Diode Lasers and LED Systems
Department of Photonics Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Administration
National Space Institute
Organisational unit: Section
Administration
Department of Transport
Organisational unit: Section

Department of Photonics Engineering
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Department

Center for Biological Sequence Analysis
Department of Systems Biology
Organisational unit: Section

Department of Systems Biology
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Department

Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Department

Administration
Department of Civil Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Center for Electron Nanoscopy
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Department

Center for BioProcess Engineering
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

Administration
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section
The Danish Polymer Centre
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

CHEC Research Centre
Department of Chemical and Biochemical Engineering
Organisational unit: Section

DTU Admission Course
Technical University of Denmark
Organisational unit: Department